
introducing

          We continue to improve our product
               lines, through innovation and
           dedicating our time to
                 researching new ways to
            help reduce or elim-
                  inate problems
                      related to poor
                circulation, muscu-
                 loskeletal troubles and
                  prolonged standing.

             We are proud to offer you the results of
         our efforts at providing you with the best, and most
        comfortable diamond-plate mat in the business and setting
        a new standard for the industry.   

     Comfort*Craft Diamond Plate raises the bar considerably and offers an
     American made 100% recyclable, industrial grade polyurethane diamond plate
	 	 	 anti-fatigue	mat	with	durability	that	confirms	it’s	recognition	as	the	best	environmental
  solution available in the market place. 

The Comfort*Craft Diamond Plate is a unique product that incorporates an integral 1/8” skin envelope process 
that	totally	encapsulates	the	¾”	thick	mat	and	is	chemical	and	abrasion	resistance	with	guaranteed	lay-flat	bev-
eled edges.

The unique properties of Polyurethane sponge provides optimal balance in-between compression and resis-
tance while providing the necessary support for stability. We are sure you will agree, Comfort*Craft Diamond 
is the most comfortable mat you have ever experienced.

Comfort*Craft Diamond Plate mats are black with safety yellow edges, ¾” thick and available in individual mats 
sizes	2’X3’	and	3’X5’.	
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The “Comfort*Craft Premium” anti-fatigue mat is manufactured by Rhino Mats in a wide 
variety	of	sophisticated	designs	and	colors	that	will	add	style	and	accent	to	any	retail,	office	
or residential interior space, sure to impress the most discriminating buyers. 

Comfort*Craft Premium mats are manufactured from the same unique polyurethane com-
posite material as our time proven commercial grade “Rhino Salon Mats” line and demon-
strate the same toughness and durability.

The Comfort*Craft Premium mat outperforms, outlasts and outlooks any other mat on the 
market. It is also the best environmental solution available, “American Made” 100%, sus-
tainable and recyclable materials.      

Comfort*Craft is a unique product that incorporates an integral 1/8” skin envelope process 
that totally encapsulates the ¾” thick mat, providing a sealed moisture barrier, chemical 
and	abrasion	resistance	with	guaranteed	lay-flat	bevel	edges.

The unique properties of our polyurethane sponge provide optimal balance between com-
pression and resistance while providing the necessary support for stability. We are certain 
you	will	find	Comfort*Craft	Premium	the	most	comfortable	mat	you	have	ever	experienced.

Comfort*Craft Premium mats are ¾” thick and available in individual mat sizes:
2’X3’,	2’X6’,	&	3’X5’.	
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Cavalier

High-Handed

Streetwear

Sterling

Burma

Caiman

Safari

Cognac

Cocktail Red

Mojito

Bourbon

Steel

Kiwi

Cork

Teak

Alder

Chestnut

Aspen

Narnia

Foxtail

Broom

Grass

Bermuda

Navaho Plait Crocodile Alligator Dorado Falling Leaf Sonora

Colors depicted are representative. For exact color match, please ask for a color swatch. Colors may vary slightly with different dye lots.
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